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Background: What is arXiv? 
• www.arXiv.org 
• Created by Paul Ginsparg 
• Repository of scientific articles, hosted by Cornell’s library 
•  Established 1991 
•  849,000 submissions as of May 2013 
•  ~85,000 new submissions in 2012 



Plagiarism case in 2007 
•  Middle East Technical University in Turkey 
•  Physics theorist grad student had considerable publications record 
•  40 submissions to arXiv in 22 months 

•  During B exam, committee member began to suspect a lack of 
necessary language skills… 
•  Upon closer examination, it was found that the submitted papers 

contained mostly borrowed text and few original ideas or work. 
•  Papers were later removed from arXiv 
•  One is still available from J. High Energy Physics 

•  Collection of all papers removed due to plagiarism: 
http://arxiv.org/new/withdrawals.aug.07.html 



Questions Prompted 
• How common is behavior like this? 
•  Is reuse of text from other publications normal or not? 
•  What should our standards for “normal” be? 

• How many people engage in this behavior? 
•  Does everyone do it some of the time? 
•  Are there serial copiers? If so, how do we find them? 

•  To what extent is this behavior an indicator of quality? 
•  Do important articles reuse text from other articles? 
•  Do prominent researchers habitually reuse text? 

• How do we analyze the arXiv to find answers to these questions? 



Clarifications about “Plagiarism” 
• OED: “The action or practice of taking someone else’s work, 

idea, etc., and passing it off as one’s own; literary theft” 
•  Text reuse is a mode of plagiarism 
•  Our methods detect text overlaps, not idea overlaps 
•  Not all plagiarism cases can be found using our methods 

• We do not attempt to interpret motivation for text reuse: 
•  Cheating with intent to steal ideas 
•  Inflation of publication records 
•  Republishing previous results with slight updates 
•  Two experimental papers can have identical procedures, boilerplate 

• We do not mean to disparage researchers of their practices.  
We can only make empirical statements about observed 
patterns in text reuse. 



How do we detect text overlaps? 
• Need to pairwise compare text from all ~1M articles 
• O(1M2) comparisons is very expensive… 
• Decrease computation time using hashing scheme 

1.  Identify a characteristic subset of 7-grams 
 E.g. “We first consider two point-like proteins” 
 E.g. “In this paper we discuss” 

2.  Ignore common phrases used by many non-overlapping authors 
 E.g. “We verify these calculations using Monte Carlo” 

3.  Obtain a hash “fingerprint” summarizing the text content 
• Compute pairwise overlaps between fingerprints of all 

papers 

 
Text examples taken from: Machta,B.B., Veatch, S.L., Sethna, J.P. Critical Casimir forces in cellular membranes. Physical 
Review Letters 109, 138101(2012) 
<http://arxiv.org/pdf/1203.2199.pdf> 
 



Example of Text Overlap 

• Generated on arXiv’s website 
• Red indicates overlapping portions of text 
•  In this case, only 1 7-gram in common between the two papers 



Another Example of Text Overlap 



Another Example of Text Overlap (cont’d) 



Another Example of Text Overlap (cont’d) 



Another Example of Text Overlap (cont’d) 



Another Example of Text Overlap (cont’d) 



Another Example of Text Overlap (cont’d) 

•  The two papers in this example: 
•  One author in common 
•  Submitted 2 months apart 
•  ~1300 words in common, > 40% of complete text of each article 

•  We focus on cases like these, with large amounts of overlapping text 



Distribution of Overlap Sizes 
• Cumulative histogram of 

article pairs with 
overlap ≥X 7-grams 
•  Blue: Author in common 
•  Green: No common 

authors, later paper cites 
earlier paper 

•  Red: No common authors, 
no citations 

•  Example: ~100,000 
cases of papers reusing 
≥100 7-grams from 
another paper 



Distribution of Overlap Sizes 
• Good news 
•  Copying without citing 

others is relatively rare 
•  Most cases of text copying 

are for small amounts of 
text, a few 10s of words 

• Bad news 
•  Still many cases of large 

amounts of text overlap  
   (see heavy tail, toward right) 



Distribution of Overlaps 
• Who is responsible for the text overlaps shown on the previous 

slide? 
•  We know how many papers and authors there are 
•  We know how many overlap instances there are 
•  So how are those overlaps distributed among the authors? 

•  For each author: 
•  Identify all papers 
•  Count fraction of author’s papers with text copied from elsewhere 

 i.e. an author’s tendency to reuse text 
•  Allows us to measure distribution of authors’ tendency to copy 



Distribution of overlaps 

•  A) Histogram – authors with a given fraction of articles that reuse text 
•  B) Cumulative histogram – authors with fraction ≥X articles that reuse text 
•  Bimodal distribution (Note: semilog y-axis) 
•  Vast majority of authors have no text reuse 
•  Tail of distribution represents a minority of authors who copy 

A) B) 



Text Reuse as an Indicator of Article Quality 

• Does reuse of text indicate lower article quality? 
• Use citations count as an indicator of a paper’s influence 
• Measure correlations between text reuse and citations 
•  Focus on subset of 116,000 papers with full citation data known 
•  Focus on papers written before January 2011 
•  Discount self-citations by authors of their own work; citations by others is 

a better indicator of importance or influence 



Text Reuse as an Indicator of Article Quality 

• Blue: Scatter data of 
citations vs. fraction of 
copied content for all 
articles 
• Green: Median citations 
• Note negative correlation: 

Papers with large amounts 
of copied content receive 
fewer citations 
• Articles with large amounts 

of copied content are not the 
ones receiving a lot of 
attention 



Summary and Conclusions 
•  arXiv has a new tool that efficiently detects papers that have 

borrowed large amounts of text from other papers 
• We have examined the frequency and distribution of these 

incidences of text reuse 
•  Occurrences of text reuse are common 
•  A small minority of authors is responsible for the majority of cases of 

large text overlaps 
•  Suggests that, generally, the scientific community at least tacitly adheres 

to a standard of avoiding text reuse 

•  Frequent text reuse is correlated with fewer citations 
•  Suggests that the papers that reprint older material are not the focus of the 

research community’s interest 



Further Work 
• Hand off project to sociology/bibliometry 
•  Familiar with general trends in citations practices 
•  Familiar with motivation or psychology of plagiarism 
•  Familiar with international differences in publications practices 
•  Equipped to carry out ethnographic studies of small groups of authors 

•  Examine higher-order network structure: 
•  Current methods only detect pairwise overlaps 
•  Triangles can lead to false positives 
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Details of Winnowing Algorithm 

•  Algorithm outline: 
•  Look at 6 consecutive 7-grams (12 words) 
•  Deterministically hash each 7-gram, pick shortest (least memory) hash 
•  Examine next group of 7-grams, pull out shortest (least memory) hash 
•  Compare consecutive hashes: add hash to hash string if different from 

previous 
•  Results in a series of minimum-length hashes that represents the full 

text content of the paper 
•  Hashing reduces number of words by factor of ~3.6 
•  Hashing scheme designed so that hash collisions are rare 



 




Sources of Noise 
• Known causes of false positives: 
•  pdf to text conversion errors 
•  Author or Citations lists 
•  Restatement of theorems 
•  Review articles, graduate theses 
•  Occasional block quotation of text 

•  Forces us to ignore small overlaps 
•  >100 7-grams for authors reusing text from their own articles 
•  >20 7-grams for text reuse with and without citation 



Geographic Distribution 
• How are the serial copiers distributed geographically? 
• Determine country of origin of submissions 
•  Email domain names of primary submitter stored in article metadata 
•  E.g.: .uk, .ca, .fr 

• Measure text reuse distribution between countries 
•  Ignore countries with few authors and few submissions 

  (e.g. Moldova, with only 53 papers) 
•  Measure fraction of papers that include significant amounts of copied 

material for each country 



Geographic Distribution 
•  Habitual copying is not evenly spread between countries 
•  Examples of countries with highest fraction of papers with significant copied 

content: 

 
•  Note that these are all countries were English is not widely spoken as a first 

language 
•  Possible that authors from these countries are learning to write in English by 

mimicking other articles 
•  But this does not explain why serial copiers copy from themselves or their colleagues, 

not from established English-speaking authors 

•  Note: We do not intend to disparage any country’s scientific education 
system or publishing practices: we merely point out that these patterns exist 
and may be corrected for. 

•  Belarus 
•  Colombia 
•  Armenia 
•  Greece 
 

•  Egypt 
•  Bulgaria 
•  Iran 
•  Georgia 
 



Visualization of Text Overlap using Networks 

•  Text Overlap Networks 
•  Collection of nodes connected by edges  
•  Edges represent relationships between the nodes 
•  Helpful formalism for parsing large, densely interconnected data sets 

• Nodes – represent individual papers by a single author 
•  Edges – represent text reuse relationship between papers 
•  Directed edges – future papers borrow from past papers 
•  Colored edges – three modes of text reuse 

• Graph visualization: 
•  Intuition of text overlap patterns 
•  Visualization reveals the existence of serial copiers 



Visualization of Text Overlap using Networks- Example 1 
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Visualization of Text Overlap using Networks – Example 2 

•  Grey nodes represent papers by other authors that the offending 
author reused text from 
•  Note density of edges, as well as presence of Red and Green edges 
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